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and society need to think about the balance between the advantages and

disadvantages of new developments before making decisions (e.g. examining issues relating to

selective breeding and genetic engineering of plants and animals, to the production of poten

hazardous chemicals, and to the use of nuclear energy). The way scientific developments are achieved

can also raise ethical and moral issues, for example experiments on animals to produce drugs that may
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to consider viewpoints other than their own, and to e

we should not be just providing students with knowledge of individual ethical issues within their

think ethically, be able to recognise ethical issues

them to consider views other than their own, to weigh up the harms

different perspectives and to come to a considere

didactic approaches and therefore the following are teaching strategies, we have suc

to encourage ethical discussion within classroom

groups (4-6 students

each group allocated a particular perspective spanning the spectrum of

for animal experimentation: scientists supporting,

patients and clinicians, those promoting animal welfare, animal rights
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provides the opposing groups with a summary of the main points of their
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and wrongness of certain actions and to the goodness and badness of the motives and ends of such

the moral fitness of a decision or course of action

of a particular group, profession, or individual
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how the creative application of scientific ideas can bring about technological developments and

ople think and behave.

the ethical and moral implications of using and applying science.

and society need to think about the balance between the advantages and

disadvantages of new developments before making decisions (e.g. examining issues relating to

selective breeding and genetic engineering of plants and animals, to the production of poten

hazardous chemicals, and to the use of nuclear energy). The way scientific developments are achieved

can also raise ethical and moral issues, for example experiments on animals to produce drugs that may
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to consider viewpoints other than their own, and to e

we should not be just providing students with knowledge of individual ethical issues within their

think ethically, be able to recognise ethical issues

them to consider views other than their own, to weigh up the harms

different perspectives and to come to a considere

didactic approaches and therefore the following are teaching strategies, we have suc

to encourage ethical discussion within classroom or lecture theatre
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each group allocated a particular perspective spanning the spectrum of

for animal experimentation: scientists supporting,

patients and clinicians, those promoting animal welfare, animal rights
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provides the opposing groups with a summary of the main points of their
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delivers their groups presentation. After,
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the moral fitness of a decision or course of action

of a particular group, profession, or individual

ry schools

that underpin the study of science and how science works.

how the creative application of scientific ideas can bring about technological developments and

ople think and behave.

the ethical and moral implications of using and applying science.

and society need to think about the balance between the advantages and

disadvantages of new developments before making decisions (e.g. examining issues relating to

selective breeding and genetic engineering of plants and animals, to the production of poten

hazardous chemicals, and to the use of nuclear energy). The way scientific developments are achieved

can also raise ethical and moral issues, for example experiments on animals to produce drugs that may
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be confronted by some of the scientific, moral and ethical questions raised by their study discipline,

to consider viewpoints other than their own, and to e

we should not be just providing students with knowledge of individual ethical issues within their

think ethically, be able to recognise ethical issues

them to consider views other than their own, to weigh up the harms

different perspectives and to come to a considere

didactic approaches and therefore the following are teaching strategies, we have suc

or lecture theatre
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each group allocated a particular perspective spanning the spectrum of

for animal experimentation: scientists supporting,

patients and clinicians, those promoting animal welfare, animal rights
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provides the opposing groups with a summary of the main points of their
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ry schools

that underpin the study of science and how science works.

how the creative application of scientific ideas can bring about technological developments and

ople think and behave.

the ethical and moral implications of using and applying science.

and society need to think about the balance between the advantages and

disadvantages of new developments before making decisions (e.g. examining issues relating to

selective breeding and genetic engineering of plants and animals, to the production of poten

hazardous chemicals, and to the use of nuclear energy). The way scientific developments are achieved

can also raise ethical and moral issues, for example experiments on animals to produce drugs that may
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be confronted by some of the scientific, moral and ethical questions raised by their study discipline,

to consider viewpoints other than their own, and to e

we should not be just providing students with knowledge of individual ethical issues within their

think ethically, be able to recognise ethical issues

them to consider views other than their own, to weigh up the harms

different perspectives and to come to a considere

didactic approaches and therefore the following are teaching strategies, we have suc

or lecture theatre

6 students

each group allocated a particular perspective spanning the spectrum of

for animal experimentation: scientists supporting,

patients and clinicians, those promoting animal welfare, animal rights

prepares a short presentation (7-10 min) and

provides the opposing groups with a summary of the main points of their
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delivers their groups presentation. After,
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and wrongness of certain actions and to the goodness and badness of the motives and ends of such

the moral fitness of a decision or course of action

of a particular group, profession, or individual
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that underpin the study of science and how science works.

how the creative application of scientific ideas can bring about technological developments and

ople think and behave.

the ethical and moral implications of using and applying science.
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disadvantages of new developments before making decisions (e.g. examining issues relating to

selective breeding and genetic engineering of plants and animals, to the production of poten
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

with flip

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

sponsors).

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

(e.g.

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

with flip

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

sponsors).

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

e.g. genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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FACULTY OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

before each case is

of the particular technique

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

provide a

individual
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

with flip-

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

sponsors).

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

-chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

sponsors). Groups divide their flip chart/white board

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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before each case is

of the particular technique

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

series of

group
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

interest group.

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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before each case is discussed

of the particular technique

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

into sections, one for

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

that party. After 15-20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low

Biomedical Sciences
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of the particular technique

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

into sections, one for each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Allocated viewpoints

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Written case studies

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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discussed

of the particular technique

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion)

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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discussed

of the particular technique.

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

public; leader of a religion). Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low
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discussed in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

the session into a wider context.

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

. Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

multiple supplementary issues (e.g.

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

individuals etc). It is also a low-co
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in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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Harms versus benefits mind maps

The class is divided into groups of 4-

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

. Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit t

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

e.g.

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

cost approach suitable for use in both small and large class sizes (10
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in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole
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-8, with each group

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to s

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

. Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

large class (400+) as there is no limit to the number of interested partie

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

informed consent: how much is it acceptable to pay participants; what

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

st approach suitable for use in both small and large class sizes (10

Biomedical Sciences
FACULTY OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole

http://imascientist.org.uk/lessonplankits)

8, with each group

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

discussion, the teacher identifies up to six interested

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

. Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

o the number of interested partie

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

informed consent: how much is it acceptable to pay participants; what

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

st approach suitable for use in both small and large class sizes (10

Biomedical Sciences

in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole

).

8, with each group

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

ix interested

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and

identify the harms and benefits of the issue under

discussion for each interested party, writing the harms in one colour and the benefits

20 minutes, the groups are rotated, with e

generated by a different group. You could ask them to identify the most pertinent issue or point within the mind

map they are viewing. The session can be concluded by a plenary discussion of the main points rai

Prior to the showing of a video case study, the class is divided up into 4

with each group invited to view and consider the case study from the viewpoint of a particular interested party

genetic screening: the child whose embryo was screened; their parents; their brother or sister; the general

. Following the showing of the case study, students within each allocated group

discuss their thoughts, harms and benefits from the perspective of their allocated interested party with other

students from the same group before individuals from each group

whole. The perspective of each “interested party” can be discussed in turn. This format is ideal for exploring and

discussing a particular ethical issue or topic from multiple perspectives in a lecture theat

o the number of interested partie

Students are provided with a written case study which they read and then discus

the class, identifying and considering the issues raised. These discussions are followed by a plenary discussion of

the issues raised. The benefit of this format is that a properly written case studies allows the discussion

informed consent: how much is it acceptable to pay participants; what

information should go into a subject information sheet; how should informed consent be obtained; vulnerable

st approach suitable for use in both small and large class sizes (10

Biomedical Sciences

in a plenary session, cul

An alternative is to use the debate cards produced by

cards on a topic, each with a separate

to discuss before consideration by the class as a whole

8, with each group

seated around separate tables. Groups are provided

chart paper, large whiteboard or similar and

two different coloured pens. For the issue under

ix interested

party’s (e.g. for the use of drugs in sport: the athlete

who use performance enhancing drugs; their coach;

fellow (clean athletes); sports professional body; fans;

Groups divide their flip chart/white board

each “interested party” and
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